Name ____________
Ms.Vicky

4th

Class ______

Grade Media Class [Harvey Beaks: Comet Night]

A. Vocabulary

“Comet Night?”

comet

shortcut

translation

rational

drown

bridge

bush

heavy

Directions: Match the word with its definition by drawing a line.
1. comet

a. changing writing or speech from one language to another

2. shortcut

b. a low plant

3. translation

c. an object in space that travels around the sun and is made
up of dust and gas, and sometimes forms a long, bright tail

4. rational

d. a quicker or easier way of doing something or going
somewhere

5. drown

e. having much weight or hard to lift

6. bridge

f. a structure built over a river, railroad, or other obstacle, that
allows people to travel across

7. bush

g. to die because you couldn't’t breathe underwater

8. heavy

h. when you think clearly and logically

Directions: Fill in the blanks with a word from above.
9. Have you ever seen a _____________________ in the sky at night?
10. I tried to lift the box but it was too ___________________.
11. Someone who uses his brain to think things through is _____________________.
12. I need a _____________________ of this from English to Korean.

B. Comprehension
Directions: Fill in the blank or circle the correct answer.
13. Who takes the boys hiking to see the comet?
 _____________________________
14. Why is watching this comet important to Harvey?
_____________________________________________________________________
15. Harvey’s dad cries in this episode. T/F
16. When Harvey’s dad tells a scary story, he says that there are monsters. What do
the monsters eat?  ________________________
17. What is the problem in this episode?
a. Harvey can’t walk through the woods to see the comet.
b. Harvey’s friends all leave him in the woods to meet girls.
c. Harvey’s mom doesn’t pick up the phone because she is busy.
d. Harvey needs to find a way to carry his dad and make it to see the comet.
18. Why do the bugs start chasing the kids?
 _____________________________________________________________
19. They were walking in the wrong direction, so they had to find a shortcut. T/F
20. Who can understand Harvey’s dad’s crazy talk?  _____________________
21. What shortcuts does Harvey try?
 ___________________
 ___________________
 ___________________

22. Foo got hurt when he fell in the bush. T/F
23. How is the problem solved?
a. The friends come back and help Harvey carry his dad to the field.
b. Dade brings a magic potion to wake Harvey’s dad up.
c. Harvey decides to watch the next comet.
d. Harvey’s mom comes to help Harvey take care of his dad.
24. The comet comes every ___________ years.

25. What does Harvey’s dad lose?  _____________________________________

